Heartbeat of Teen Romance
Halo
YA Adornetto, Alexandra
When three angels are sent from heaven to protect the town of Venus Cove against the gathering forces of
darkness, their mission is threatened as the youngest angel, Bethany, enrolls in high school and falls in love
with another student.
The Selection
YA Cass, Kiera
Sixteen‐year‐old America Singer is living in the caste‐divided nation of Illea, which formed after the war that
destroyed the United States. America is chosen to compete in the Selection ‐‐ a contest to see which girl can
win the heart of Illea's prince ‐‐ but all she really wants is a chance for a future with her secret love, Aspen,
who is a caste below. [Miss U.S.A meets The Bachelor – Dystopian]
What Happens Next
YA Clayton, Colleen
The stress of hiding a horrific incident that she can neither remember nor completely forget leads sixteen‐
year‐old Cassidy "Sid" Murphy to become alienated from her friends, obsess about weight loss, and draw close
to Corey "The Living Stoner" Livingston.
Nick and Norah's Infinite Playlist
YA Cohn, Rachel and David Levithan
High school student Nick O'Leary, member of a rock band, meets college‐bound Norah Silverberg and asks her
to be his girlfriend for five minutes in order to avoid his ex‐sweetheart.
Matched
YA Condie, Allyson
All her life, Cassia has never had a choice. The Society dictates everything: when and how to play, where to
work, where to live, what to eat and wear, when to die, and most importantly to Cassia as she turns 17, who
to marry. When she is Matched with her best friend Xander, things couldn't be more perfect. But why did her
neighbor Ky's face show up on her match disk as well?
Along for the Ride
YA Dessen, Sarah
When Auden impulsively goes to stay with her father, stepmother, and new baby sister the summer before
she starts college, all the trauma of her parents' divorce is revived, even as she is making new friends and
having new experiences such as learning to ride a bike and dating.
The Truth About Forever
YA Dessen, Sarah
Though she feels lost when her boyfriend heads to "Brain Camp" for the summer, Macy, 16, finds herself a job
with the quirky Wish Catering crew, and meets "sa‐woon"‐worthy Wes, whose chaotic lifestyle is in direct
opposition to her own.

Perfect Chemistry
YA Elkeles, Simone
When wealthy, seemingly perfect Brittany and Alex Fuentes, a gang member from the other side of town,
develop a relationship after Alex discovers that Brittany is not exactly who she seems to be, they must face the
disapproval of their schoolmates ‐‐ and others.
Just One Day
YA Forman, Gayle
Sparks fly when American good girl Allyson encounters laid‐back Dutch actor Willem, so she follows him on a
whirlwind trip to Paris, upending her life in just one day and prompting a year of self‐discovery and the search
for true love.
An Abundance of Katherines
YA Green, John
Having been recently dumped for the nineteenth time by a girl named Katherine, recent high school graduate
and former child prodigy Colin sets off on a road trip with his best friend to try to find some new direction in
life while also trying to create a mathematical formula to explain his relationships.
Will Grayson, Will Grayson
YA Green, John and David Levithan
When two teens, one gay and one straight, meet accidentally and discover that they share the same name,
their lives become intertwined as one begins dating the other's best friend, who produces a play revealing his
relationship with them both.
Why We Broke Up
YA Handler, Daniel
Sixteen‐year‐old Min Green writes a letter to Ed Slaterton in which she breaks up with him, documenting their
relationship and how items in the accompanying box, from bottle caps to a cookbook, foretell the end.
OCD Love Story
YA Haydu, Corey Ann
In an instant, Bea felt almost normal with Beck, and as if she could fall in love again, but things change when
the psychotherapist who has been helping her deal with past romantic relationships puts her in a group with
Beck ‐‐ a group for teens with obsessive‐compulsive disorder.
Catchiing Jordan
YA Kenneally, Miranda
What girl doesn't want to be surrounded by gorgeous jocks day in and day out? Jordan Woods isn't just
surrounded by hot guys, though‐ she leads them as the captain and quarterback of her high school football
team. They all see her as one of the guys and that's just fine. As long as she gets her athletic scholarship to a
powerhouse university.
Enchanted
YA Kontis, Alethea
When Sunday Woodcutter, the youngest sibling to sisters named for the other six days of the week, kisses an
enchanted frog, he transforms back into Rumbold, the crown prince of Arilland ‐‐ a man Sunday's family
despises.

Son of the Mob
YA Korman, Gordon
Seventeen‐year‐old Vince's life is constantly complicated by the fact that he is the son of a powerful Mafia
boss, a relationship that threatens to destroy his romance with the daughter of an FBI agent.
Champion
YA Lu, Marie
The conclusion of the heart‐pounding Legend series also means the wrap‐up of the romantic triangle: Aiden,
June, and Day. Lu pulls the finale together beautifully, creating an ending that both her characters and
readers deserve. June and Day have sacrificed so much for the people of the Republic‐‐and each other‐‐and
now their country is on the brink of a new existence. Just when a peace treaty is imminent, a plague outbreak
causes panic in the Colonies, and war threatens the Republic's border cities.
Sloppy Firsts
YA McCafferty, Megan
When her best friend moves away, sixteen‐year‐old Jessica is devastated and finds it difficult to deal with the
girls at school, her obsessive parents, and her lack of a love life.
Love and Other Foreign Words
YA McCahan, Erin
Brilliant fifteen‐year‐old Josie has a knack for languages, but her sister's engagement has Josie grappling with
the nature of true love, her feelings for her best friend Stu, and how anyone can be truly herself, or truly in
love, in a social language that is not her own.
Boys, Bears, and a Serious Pair of Hiking Boots
YA McDonald, Abby
Seventeen‐year‐old Jenna, an ardent vegetarian and environmentalist, is thrilled to be spending the summer
communing with nature in rural Canada, until she discovers that not all of the rugged residents there share her
beliefs
Tangled
YA Mackler, Carolyn
The lives of four very different teenagers become entangled in ways that none of them could have imagined
after a short stay at a Caribbean resort.
September Girls
YA Madison, Bennett
Vacationing in a sleepy beach town for the summer, Sam is pursued by hordes of blonde girls before falling in
love with the unusual DeeDee, who compels him to uncover secrets about the community's ocean‐dwelling
inhabitants.
The Host
YA Meyer, Stephanie
The earth has been invaded by a species that take over the minds of their human hosts while leaving their
bodies intact, and most of humanity has succumbed. Wanderer, the invading "soul" who has been given
Melanie Stryder's body didn't expect her to refuse to relinquish possession of her mind.

The Night Circus
*Morgenstern, Erin
The circus arrived in town unannounced. Even so, people flocked to the big top. They don't know that two of
the acts ‐‐ young magicians, Celia and Marco ‐‐ have been trained since childhood by their instructors for a
competition between them that will leave only one standing. Even when the two fall in love, the game must
play out, and the fates of everyone hang in the balance.
One Day
*Nicholls , David
Over twenty years, snapshots of an unlikely relationship are revealed on the same day ‐‐ July 15th ‐‐ of each
year. Dex Mayhew and Em Morley face squabbles and fights, hopes and missed opportunities, laughter and
tears. And as the true meaning of this one crucial day is revealed, they must come to grips with the nature of
love and life itself.
Delirium
YA Oliver, Lauren
Lena looks forward to receiving the government‐mandated cure that prevents the delirium of love and leads
to a safe, predictable, and happy life, until ninety‐five days before her eighteenth birthday and her treatment,
when she falls in love.
Anna & the French Kiss
YA Perkins, Stephanie
When Anna's romance‐novelist father sends her to an elite American boarding school in Paris for her senior
year of high school, she reluctantly goes, and meets an amazing boy who becomes her best friend, in spite of
the fact that they both want something more.
Eleanor & Park
YA Rowell, Rainbow
Set over the course of one school year in 1986, this is the story of two star‐crossed misfits‐‐smart enough to
know that first love almost never lasts, but brave and desperate enough to try.
Fangirl
YA Rowell, Rainbow
Cath struggles to survive on her own in her first year of college while avoiding a surly roommate, bonding with
a handsome classmate who only wants to talk about words, and worrying about her fragile father.
The Winner’s Curse
YA Rutkoski, Marie
The engagement of Lady Kestrel to Valoria's crown prince is the event of a lifetime, but to Kestrel it means
living in a cage of her own making, so as she aches to tell the truth about her engagement, she becomes a
skilled practitioner of deceit and as a spy passes information and gets close to uncovering a shocking secret.
Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe
YA Saenz, Benjamin Alire
Fifteen‐year‐old Ari Mendoza is an angry loner with a brother in prison, but when he meets Dante and they
become friends, Ari starts to ask questions about himself, his parents, and his family that he has never asked
before.

Midwinterblood
YA Sedgwick, Marcus
Seven linked vignettes unfold on a Scandinavian island inhabited‐‐throughout various time periods‐‐by Vikings,
vampires, ghosts, and a curiously powerful plant.
Statistical Probability of Love at First Sight
YA Smith, Jennifer E.
Hadley and Oliver fall in love on the flight from New York to London, but after a cinematic kiss they lose track
of each other at the airport until fate brings them back together on a very momentous day.
This is What Happy Looks Like
YA Smith, Jennifer E.
Misdirected e‐mail sparks an unlikely and irresistible romance between a small‐town girl and a teenage movie
star.
The Scorpio Races
YA Stiefvater, Maggie
Nineteen‐year‐old returning champion Sean Kendrick competes against Puck Connolly, the first girl ever to
ride in the annual Scorpio Races, both trying to keep hold of or out of the way of the dangerous water horses
long enough to make it to the finish line.
Daughter of Smoke and Bone
YA Taylor, Laini
Seventeen‐year‐old Karou, a lovely, enigmatic art student in a Prague boarding school, carries a sketchbook of
hideous, frightening monsters‐‐the chimaerae who form the only family she has ever known.
We Should Hang Out Sometime : Embarrassingly, a True Story
YA 618.9299 Sundquist, Josh
Why was Paralympic ski racer and cancer survivor Josh still single? To find out, he tracked down the girls he
had tried to date and asked them straight up: what went wrong? The results of Josh's semiscientific, wholly
hilarious investigation are captured here: disastrous Putt‐Putt date involving a backward prosthetic foot, to his
introduction to CFD (Close Fast Dancing), to a misguided 'grand gesture' at a Miss America pageant, this story
is about looking for love‐‐or at least a girlfriend‐‐in all the wrong places.
So B. It
YA Weeks, Sarah
After spending her life with her mentally retarded mother and agoraphobic neighbor, Heidi sets out from
Reno, Nevada, to New York to find out who she is and the love that created her.
The 5th Wave
YA Yancey, Richard
On a lonely stretch of highway, Cassie runs from Them. The beings who only look human, who roam the
countryside killing anyone they see. To stay alone is to stay alive, Cassie believes, until she meets Evan Walker.

*Shelved in the Adult Collection

